Phone overview

Getting started
Please make sure that the phone is powered off before proceeding.

1. Open battery cover  
2. Install SIM & memory card
3. Install battery  
4. Install battery cover

Buttons
Power key: To power off CUBOT, press and hold power key for a few seconds, then tap the options to confirm. When CUBOT is on, press the power key once to activate or deactivate the screen. Press the key to end a call.
Home key ( ): Touch the key to return to the home screen. In idle screen, touch and hold the key to view recently accessed features.
Menu key ( ): In standby mode, touch the key to set wallpaper, view settings, manage apps, view notifications, add shortcuts, widgets, folders & wallpapers to the desktop. Touch it to view menu options.
Back key ( ): Touch to go back to the previous menu.

Search key ( ) : In standby mode, tap to open Google search to search your phone and the web. In many applications, it activates a search box to search within the application.

Screen
CUBOT features a larger* WVGA display with 960*560 Resolution, 16 million colors. Which make your phone looks fascinating.

Screen lock
You can increase the security of your phone by selecting screen lock. Screen lock settings can be found under “Settings”>“Security”>“Set up screen lock”.

Customize home screen
In standby mode, touch and hold an empty area to add shortcuts, widgets, folders, or set wallpapers. You can also remove items from the home screen, move items, add items to home screen to customize the home screen.

Camera
CUBOT is equipped with 5 cameras and a camcorder, which are designed for you to share wonderful moments with friends and family.

Adjust focus, exposure, zoom in or zoom out, switch between cameras and switch between the functions of camera and video recorder by flipping the icon on the screen.

Internet
You can enjoy network by selecting 3G, WLAN, GSM. Enjoy music, videos, apps and news anywhere and anytime as you like.
**Make a call**
You can make a call under the interface of Call log, contacts, favorites, message (which contains a phone number). In standby mode, press call key to make a call.

**Messaging**
Touch and hold the text box to select an input method. You can insert smiley, picture, audio or video files and send to multiple recipients.

**Email**
The email app enables you to read, compose and send emails, and is configured to work with all the major email providers. CUBOT supports multiple account mode, and you won’t miss any email.

**Music**
CUBOT supports various music formats, different sound effects, such as BassBoost, Virtualizer and equalizer features etc. and 4 categorizing, i.e. Artists, Albums, Songs and Playlists.
Videos
Enjoy a visual feast in a variety of video formats, please choose CUBOT.

Photos
You will find it very easy to view all the photos. Flick right or left to move among images. Double-tap or pinch the photo to zoom. You can edit, share, print, and more.

Intelligent keyboard
CUBOT automatically corrects and suggests words as you type, and it also supports voice input.

Cut, copy, and paste
Touch and hold text content to bring up the magnifying glass, and then slide your finger to move the insertion points. Then tap to cut, copy, or paste. It is very easy to copy text from web pages, email, or text messages.
Map

You can view satellite images or street map with detailed route instructions just as you are walking in the street. The Map app can be used to locate yourself, view real-time traffic conditions, pedestrian, bus routes or car driving route instructions.